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Abstract. In this paper we propose a homomorphic encryption-based secure el-

ectronic voting scheme that is based on [5]. It guarantees eligibility, unreusability, pri-

vacy, verifiability and also receipt-freeness and uncoercibility. The scheme can be imp-

lemented in a practical environment, since it does not use voting booth or untappable

channel, only anonymous channels are applied.

1. Introduction

There is a need for research on secure cryptographic electronic election sche-

mes. Electronic voting systems, compare to traditional paper-based elections,

promise that election results will be calculated quickly with less chance of human

error and also will reduce costs in a long-term period. Chaum presented the

first e-voting scheme in [4]. Currently three election models are used: the mix-net

model, the blind signatures model and the homomorphic encryption model. We

briefly describe these.

The mix-net model. Chaum [4] introduces the concept of a mix-net that

is built up from several linked servers called mixes. Each mix randomizes input

messages and outputs the permutation of them, such that the input and output
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messages are not linkable to each other. Several schemes based on mix-nets are

proposed in the literature ([18], [21], [12]).

The blind signatures model. The concept of blind signatures was int-

roduced by Chaum [3]. A voting authority authenticates a message, usually an

encrypted vote, without knowing the contents. Even if later the (un-blinded)

signature is made public, it is impossible to connect the signature to the signing

process, i.e. to the voter. Schemes based on blind signatures usually use anony-

mous channels in order to send the un-blinded signature and the encryption of

the ballot to a voting authority, assuring the anonymity of the sender. For further

schemes see [7], [11], [15], [16], [19].

The homomorphic encryption model. Schemes based on homomorphic

encryptions posses property of universal verifiability, while preserve voters’ pri-

vacy. Let PT be the plaintext space and CT the ciphertext space such that PT
is a group under the operation ⊕ and CT is a group under the operation ⊗. Let

Er(m) denote encryption of the message m using parameter r. An encryption

scheme is (⊗,⊕)-homomorphic, if for given c1 = Er1(m1) and c2 = Er2(m2),

there exists an r such that a

c1 ⊗ c2 = Er(m1 ⊕m2).

In the election model, proposed by Cramer et. al. [5], a variant of the ELGamal

encryption algorithm is applied. Let p, q be large primes such that q|p − 1, and

let Gq a subgroup of Z∗
p with order q. For this scheme the votes are m1 = G and

m0 = 1/G (yes/no), where G is a fixed generator of Gq. The secret encryption

key is s, randomly chosen by the receiver and the corresponding public key is

h ≡ gs mod p, where g is a generator of Gq. A voter posts a ballot of the form

(xi, yi) = (gα, hα ·Gb), where b ∈ {1,−1} and a non-interactive proof of validity.

After the deadline the authorities calculate

(X,Y ) =

(
n∏

i=1

xi mod p,

n∏

i=1

yi mod p

)

for all valid ballots. Finally, the authorities jointly calculate W ≡ Y
Xs mod p

and get W ≡ GT mod p, where T is the difference of the yes-votes and no-votes.

Since in practice T is not big brute force, Baby step giant step or Pollard rho

method might be used to calculate it. Models based on [5] are [13] and [9].

Alternative homomorphic encryption schemes based on Pallier cryptosys-

tem [17] are proposed cf. [2], [6].

You find a nice, self contained overview about the methods above in [20].
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The notions of receipt-freeness and uncoercibility were introduced by [1].

With receipt-freeness the voter should not be able to prove how he/she has voted

even if the voter wants to (e.g. for a reward). In this case the voter colludes with

the adversary. With uncoercibility, the coercer should not be able to learn the vote

from the voter even if the voter is forced to. Many receipt-free and uncoercible

election schemes apply a voting booth [1] or an untappable channel [15], [16], [21].

An untappable channel is a one-way physical apparatus providing perfect secrecy

in an information-theoretic sense. It might be achieved either by being physically

untappable or by implementing information-theoretic encryption, e.g. a one-time

pad. Voting-booths besides supplying perfect secrecy allow a voter interactively

communicate with an authority. Authors in the literature have pointed out the

difficulty of their implementation [14].

The proposed scheme is a homomorphic encryption model based on [5] that

is not possessing the property of receipt-freeness or uncoercibility. Lee and Kim

in [13] gave a solution for receipt-freeness applying an honest verifier. Hirt and

Sako in [9] use an untappable channel to achieve it. Our scheme does not employ

a voting booth or an untappable channel, it requires an anonymous return channel

[8], which is based on a mix-net approach, hence it can be implemented in practice.

It has acceptable performance, four times the computational cost of a basic re-

encryption mix-net. We do not suppose the existence of an honest verifier, either.

During the Authorizing stage each voter generates a pseudonym in a way that

even the Registry is not able to connect the person to the identification number

used during the Vote Cast phase. Voters know before the deadline whether they

have casted a valid vote, if a problem occurs the voter can make a claim. Since

their encrypted ballot appear on the Bulletin Board and all tallying calculations

and results are shown, each voter can verify if his/her vote is considered.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Requirements. Electronic surveys or elections should possess all the re-

quirements that paper-based elections have, moreover our aim is to achieve more

security that traditional ones are able to.

Eligibility. Only eligible voters are allowed to cast votes.

Privacy. All votes remain secret, no one is able to link a vote to the voter, who

has casted it. No considerably large coalition of participants not containing the

voter himself can gain any information about a voter’s vote.
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Unreusability. Every eligible voter can cast at most one vote. No one can vote

for anyone else.

Fairness. No participants can gain any knowledge about the partial tally during

the voting stage, since knowledge of any intermediate result about the election

can influence the voters.

Robustness. No participant can disrupt the election. Once a voter cast a vote,

no alternation to this vote is permitted. Moreover all valid votes will be counted,

whereas all invalid ones will be detected and not counted in the final tally.

Individual verifiability. Each eligible voter is able to verify that his vote was

committed as intended and made into the final tally as cast.

Universal verifiability. Any participant or passive observer can check that the

election is fair, the final result is exactly the sum of the valid votes.

Receipt-freeness, Uncoercibility. Before the election an adversary may bribe

the voter with a demand of casting his favorite vote. This scenario is called vote-

buying and receipt-freeness avoids vote-buying. An adversary can also force the

voter to cast a particular vote by threatening him. Uncoercibility means coercers

cannot menace voters. These requirements should be achieved in a way, that du-

ring the election a coercer can observe all public information and communication

between the voter and the authorities and can even order the voter how he should

behave during the voting process, even supplying him the random bits.

The exact definition of receipt-freeness is quoted from [16]:

Given published information X (public parameters and information on the

bulletin board), adversary C interactively communicates with a voter V in order

to force V to cast C’s favorite vote c∗ to an authority A, and finally C decides

whether to accept V iew(X : V ) or not, and A decides whether to accept c∗ or

not. The coercer gets any message from the bulletin board immediately after it is

put on the board. V iew(X : V ) means published information X, c∗ and messages

that C receives and sends communicating with V including random bits employed

during the voting process.

Definition 2.1. A voting system is receipt-free, if there exists a voter V , such

that for any adversary C, voter V can cast c (c 6= c∗) which is accepted by the

authority A under the condition that V iew(X : V ) is accepted by C.

We suppose that a coercer knows public parameters appearing on the bulletin

board, vote c∗, random bits predefined by him and encrypted messages sent by

the voter on public channels. Receipt-freeness means V iew(X : V ) should be

prepared in a way that, if a coercer makes all calculations with all the data that
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he possesses, then no inaccurate count should turn up. A coercer is not able to

monitor each communication channel being used during the voting process, hence

encrypted data sent through an anonymous channel is not revealed to him. At

the same time a ballot is accepted, if the authority has confirmed all necessary

information and validity of ballots.

There are two real-word attacks in [12] enumerated below:

Randomization attack. An attacker coerces a voter to submit randomly formed

ballot. In this attack it is not possible to learn what candidate the voter casts

a ballot for. The effect of this attack is to cancel the voter’s vote with large

probability.

Forced-abstention attack. An attacker forces a voter to abstain from voting.

This attack happens if an adversary is able to follow who is eligible for voting

and who has already voted. Being aware of this knowledge he threatens voters

and effectively excludes them from the voting process.

2.2. Participants.

Voters. Let denote voters by V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vm}. This scheme is designed

for small scale elections, hence about few thousands voters participate. Right

after the voter has casted his vote he is able to verify whether his vote has been

processed or not. We assume that the voter is not observed while casting his vote.

Attacks, where a coercer is present or the voter is being recorded by a camera

(e.g. cell phone camera) in the moment of voting is outside the scope of this

paper.

Candidates. Let define a candidate slate to be an ordered set of n distinct

identifiers {C1, C2, . . . , Cn}, each of which corresponds to a voter choice, typically

a candidate or party name.

Registry. Registry denoted by R is responsible for managing the authorizing

stage. It checks voters’ eligibility in person, supervising private and public key-

generation for voting authorities participating in the election. Besides Registry

supervises key-generation, reveals public keys to participants, also sets the neces-

sary parameters for the whole election. We do not suppose that R is honest, R
might collude with adversaries and divulge information calculated with.

Voting Authorities. Denoted by A = {A1, A2, . . . , As}. One of the authorities

called Verifier Authority (VA) manages zero-knowledge proofs of the ballots. VA

is not expected to be honest. After the voting session has completed, voting aut-

horities tally valid votes. Employees of the voting authorities may also participate
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as voters. We suppose, there is at least one authority among them that is honest

concerning key generation and message decryption.

Adversaries. Any participant or group of them might be malicious and try to

distract the elections or to achieve a favorable voting result even in an illegal

way. Voters or even members of the voting authorities may become attackers. An

attacker can also be an observer who would threaten or even pay participants to

vote in a way he demands it.

2.3. Channels.

Public channel. Participants can send their information via public channels.

Attackers are able to tap this information, and the identity of the sender can

be traced back. All the messages to the bulletin board are sent through public

channels.

Anonymous channel. This channel guarantees the anonymity of the sender.

Receiver of the message that has been sent through an anonymous channel does

not have any information about the identity of the sender. Especially, anonymous

return channels allow two parties even to have a complete conversation, the rece-

iver may reply to the sender. Realization of this channel is described in [8] based

on a mix-net approach.

Bulletin board. Bulletin board (BB) is publicly readable. Voters, authorities

can write into their section and nobody can modify the content of it.

3. The voting scheme

3.1. Protocol description. The proposed election procedure consists of three

distinctive stages: Authorizing, Voting and Tallying.

During the Authorizing stage voters authenticate themselves in person and

receive their credentials. All system parameters, sufficient private and public

keys are generated. The voter gets his credential in a way that he generates his

random reference number, and R signs it blindly, hence R cannot connect the

credential to the voter. During key-generation R does not learn anything about

other participants’ private keys either.

During the Voting stage voters create their ballots. Verifier Authority checks

eligibility of the voters and if they have already voted before, following it is

verified through a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof whether the encrypted

ballots sent by the voters are valid or not. This non-interactive zero-knowledge

proof is run for a randomized ballot, hence VA does not have any information
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about the form of the encrypted ballot. Voters send their ballots and randomized

components authorized by the Verifier Authority to the Bulletin Board. If the

ballot appearing on BB is different or missing, then the voter makes a claim and

he can cast his vote again.

During the Tallying stage Voting Authorities calculate the multiplication of

valid, encrypted ballots on the bulletin board and divide it with the product of

randomized components. The final results are decrypted and listed.

3.1.1. Building Blocks. The proposed election scheme uses distributed ElGamal

public-key cryptosystem. Authorities (A1, A2, . . . , As) together, generate public

and private keys from key shares and at the end of the voting process they decrypt

the encrypted voting result. The following two algorithms describe distributed key

generation and the distributed decryption methods. Let P and Q large primes,

such that Q | P − 1 and g ∈ GQ, where GQ is a subgroup of Z∗
P with order Q.

Distributed ElGamal Key Generation

Input: P , Q, g

Output: Public key: h mod P , public key shares hi mod P , private key shares:

Ki mod Q

(1) Ai: Ki ∈ ZQ, hi ≡ gKi mod P

(2) Ai publish hi mod P and zero-knowledge proof of knowing Ki mod Q

(3) R wait until all hi mod P are on BB
(4) R verifies all proofs

(5) h ≡ ∏s
i=1 hi mod P is the public key.

Distributed ElGamal Decryption

Input: P , Q, g, encrypted message: (a mod P, b mod P ), public key shares: hi

mod P , private key shares: Ki mod Q

Output: message: m

(1) Ai: publish decryption share: ci ≡ aKi mod P and the ZK-proof of equality

of DL of hi mod P and ci mod P

(2) R verifies all proofs

(3) A ≡ ∏s
i=1 ai mod P

(4) m ≡ b
A mod P .

During Authorizing Stage and Vote Validation Phase voter Vk generates an

identification number that is blindly signed by the corresponding authority P ∈
{R, VA}, hence the authority is not able to connect the identification number

to the voter. Adversary does not learn anything even if he colludes with the
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authority P ∈ {R, VA}. The following algorithm blindly generates a signature for

voter Vk’s reference number idPk , where P ∈ {R, VA}. We assume, that R and

VA possess RSA public and secret keys, that might be used for generating and

verifying signatures in general.

BlindSigRSA

Input: reference number: idPk , (RPKP , NP) RSA public key and modulus of par-

ticipant P
Output: (M(idPk ))

RSKP mod NP , where RSKP denotes RSA secret key of par-

ticipant P
(1) Vk: chooses random number: %k ∈ ZNP

(2) Vk ⇒ P: CRk ≡ M(idPk ) · %RPKP
k mod NP

(3) P ⇒ Vk:CRRSKP
k mod NP

(4) Vk: (M(idPk ))
RSKP ≡ CR

RSKP
k

%k
mod NP .

At the end of Vote Validation Phase VA authorizes the valid ballots using

Meta-ElGamal signature scheme [10] with running

SigGenEG

Input: P , Q, g, message: m ∈ GQ

Output: signature: sm ∈ ZQ, R ∈ ZQ

(1) Chooses random number: k̃ ∈ ZQ

(2) R ≡ gk̃ mod P

(3) R′ ≡ (R mod P ) mod Q

(4) m′ ≡ (m mod P ) mod Q

(5) sm ≡ ESK−1
VA (m′ − k̃ ·R′) mod Q.

SigVerEG

Input: P , Q, g, signature: sm ∈ ZQ, R ∈ ZQ, message: m

Output: true, false

(1) R′ ≡ (R mod P ) mod Q

(2) m′ ≡ (m mod P ) mod Q

(3) Verifies: (EPKVA)
sm ·RR′ ≡ gm

′
mod P .

During Vote Validation Phase VA authorizes a randomized ballot, this way

VA cannot connect the ballots being processed during Tallying Stage to ballots

that he authorized to voters. Voter Vk generates a proof with ProofGenEG for

his ’pure’ ballots from the randomized ballot signatures sent by VA. During Vote

Cast Phase Vk sends this proof with his ballots to BB and anyone is able to verify
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validity of the ballots with ProofVerEG algorithm. VA does not learn anything

from the values sent to BB: (sm, Rm, R).

ProofGenEG

Input: P , Q, g, signature: sm ∈ ZQ, R ∈ ZQ, l̃ ∈ ZQ

Output: sm ∈ ZQ, R ∈ ZP , T ∈ ZQ

(1) Chooses random number: ṽ ∈ ZQ

(2) R′ ≡ (R mod P ) mod Q

(3) sm ≡ sm
l̃

mod Q

(4) R ≡ R
ṽ
l̃ mod P

(5) T ≡ R′
ṽ mod Q.

ProofVerEG

Input: P , Q, g, m ∈ ZP , sm ∈ ZQ, R ∈ ZP , T ∈ ZQ

Output: true, false

(1) m′ ≡ (m mod P ) mod Q

(2) Verifies: EPKsm
VA ·RT ≡ gm

′
mod P .

In the following we discuss each step in more details.

3.1.2. Authorizing stage.

(1) Let P and Q be large primes so that Q|(P − 1). GQ denotes Z∗
P ’s unique

multiplicative subgroup of order Q, and let g a generator element of GQ.

Voting Authorities generate jointly the public and private keys using distri-

buted ElGamal key generation method in a way, that the private key is not

divulged, and the public key is output on BB. Public keys are g and h ≡ gK

mod P , where K ∈ ZQ is the corresponding private key.

(2) Registry randomly chooses vi ∈ ZQ, i = 1, . . . , n elements

Ci ≡ gvi mod P

where Ci represents candidate i from the voter roll and a one-way hash

function M() is chosen, vi, Ci and M() are made public.

(3) Registry sends its RSA public key (RPKR, NR) to BB.
(4) Verifier Authority generates RSA private (RSKVA) and public keys

(RPKVA, NVA) that are being authorized by the Registry, sends the public

key to BB.
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(5) Verifier Authority calculates ElGamal public and private keys, chooses a

random ESKVA ∈ ZQ and

EPKVA ≡ gESKVA mod P.

The private key is ESKVA and the corresponding public key is EPKVA.

(6) Voters show their identification material to the Registry in person, so the

adversary cannot simulate the voter during registration. If a voter has the

right to vote, a reference number denoted by idRk for the voter Vk is generated

by Vk and R as a join random value. Voter Vk and R runs BlindSigRSA

algorithm in order to authorize Vk’s identification number.

By the end of authorizing stage Vk possesses idRk and (M(idRk ))RSKR mod NR.

All public keys and parameters are on BB:
P,Q, g, h,M(), vi, Ci, RPKVA, NVA, EPKVA, RPKR, NR.

However the adversary may observe the signing process or collude with R, still

cannot learn anything about Vk’s reference number or secret key.

3.1.3. Voting stage. The voting stage consists of Vote Validation and Vote Cast

phases. Vote Validation phase is a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof based on

the idea applied in [5] and [13]. During Vote Validation phase the form of the

ballot is proved, i.e. the ElGamal encrypted ballot consists of gϑ and hϑ · C(k)
i ,

where C
(k)
i represents candidate i elected by Vk. We note that C

(k)
i equals to Ci,

that is described before. We use this notation to denote Vk’s choice. During the

Vote Cast phase the encrypted ballot and the randomized component are sent,

that is important for achieving receipt-freeness.

Vote Validation phase

(1) The voter Vk first sends

idRk mod NR || (M(idRk ))RSKR mod NR

to VA. The Verifier Authority checks if the received credential is authorized

by the Registry with R’s public key and whether Vk has voted before. If

Vk is eligible for voting VA and Vk generates a random value idVAk mod NVA

that is an identification value used only in vote validation phase, in order to

follow if a voter has already run the zero-knowledge proof. Voter Vk initiate

BlindSigRSA algorithm in order to authorize his identification number and

possess idVAk mod NVA||(M(idVAk ))RSKVA mod NVA. Since during the aut-

horizing stage, due to the randomization, idRk and (M(idRk ))RSKR mod NR
values are not divulged, no one can connect idRk to voter Vk.
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(2) Vk sends idVAk mod NVA||(M(idVAk ))RSKVA mod NVA through an anonymous

return channel to VA. VA verifies the signature and if the corresponding voter

has not been processed before, sends zk back through the same channel, where

zk ∈ ZQ random. Since idVAk signed blindly and anonymous return channel

is used, VA cannot learn the sender.

(3) Vk chooses a candidate i and the corresponding C
(k)
i (C

(k)
i = Ci) from BB.

In order to create his ballot randomly chooses αk, βk, γk ∈ ZQ and computes

(Gk,Hk · C(k)
i ) and Yk where

Gk ≡ gαk+βk mod P

Hk ≡ hαk+βk mod P

Yk ≡ gzk·γk mod P.

By randomizing the ballot with βk, an adversary cannot learn anything from

it even if he colludes with VA. Yk plays important role in achieving receipt-

freeness.

(4) Following Vk runs a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof to prove that he

has constructed the ballot correctly, such that he has chosen the value C
(k)
i

from the voter roll listed on BB. He chooses rj , dj , wk ∈ ZQ random numbers,

where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and j 6= i, then calculates

(A,B) = (a1, b1), (a2, b2), · · · , (an, bn),
where

ai ≡ gwk mod P,

bi ≡ hwk mod P,

for the elected candidate i and

aj ≡ grj ·Gdj

k mod P,

bj ≡ hrj ·
(
Hk · C(k)

i

C
(k)
j

)dj

mod P

for all candidates j 6= i. We review that C
(k)
i = Ci.

(5) Further, the voter calculates

ck = M(a1||..||an||b1||..||bn||Gk||Hk · C(k)
i ||g||h||idVAk ||(M(idVAk ))RSKVA)
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challenge and

(D,R) = (d1, r1), (d2, r2), . . . , (dn, rn)

where for candidate i

di = ck −
n∑

j=1,i6=j

dj

ri = wk − (αk + βk) · di.

(6) After calculating all the necessary parameters, Vk chooses a random r̃ ∈ ZP

and computes

r̃ · Yk mod P.

Hence Vk hides Yk from VA and the adversary.

(7) Vk sends the following encrypted randomized ballot and parameters to VA

through an anonymous return channel:

(A,B)||Gk||Hk · C(k)
i ||ck||(D,R)||idVAk ||(M(idVAk ))RSKVA ||r̃ · Yk.

Since an anonymous return channel is used, VA does not know the identity

of the sender, i.e. VA cannot connect the data received through the channel

to Vk.

(8) After receiving all necessary information VA checks whether the voter with

idVAk has already run the zero-knowledge proof, whether idVAk is signed cor-

rectly and calculates the following congruences.

ck ≡
n∑

j=1

dj mod Q,

aj ≡ grj ·Gdj

k mod P, j = 1, . . . , n

bj ≡ hrj ·
(
Hk · C(k)

i

C
(k)
j

)dj

mod P, j = 1, . . . , n

If idVAk is correctly signed and not applied before, then the corresponding

voter is eligible for voting and this is his first time to run zero-knowledge

proof. If a voter was able to run the zero-knowledge proof several times,

then he or she would possess more authorized ballots.
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(9) If the verification congruences hold, then VA signs all the randomized com-

ponents applying SigGenEG. VA calculates and sends

SigGenEG(Gk) = (sm1
, R1)

SigGenEG(Hk · C(k)
i · Yk · r̃) = (sm2

, R2)

SigGenEG(Yk · r̃) = (sm3
, R3)

back to the sender through the anonymous return channel.

(10) Voter after verifies the three signatures of VA with

SigV erEG(sm1
, R1, Gk)

SigV erEG(sm2 , R2,Hk · C(k)
i · Yk · r̃)

SigV erEG(sm3 , R3, Yk · r̃)
runs ProofGenEG algorithms in order to get authorization of the actual bal-

lots being processed during the Tallying Stage. Vk chooses l̃1, l̃2, l̃3 in the

following way:

l̃1 ≡ (gβk mod P ) mod Q

l̃2 ≡ (hβk · r̃ mod P ) mod Q

l̃3 ≡ (r̃ mod P ) mod Q

and computes

ProofGenEG(sm1 , R1, l̃1) = (sm1 , R1, T1)

ProofGenEG(sm2 , R2, l̃2) = (sm2 , R2, T2)

ProofGenEG(sm3 , R3, l̃3) = (sm3 , R3, T3)

Vote Cast phase

(1) Voters send the following information to BB
idRk ||gαk ||(sm1 , R1, T1)||hαk · C(k)

i · Yk||(sm2 , R2, T2)

through a public channel and

Yk||(sm3 , R3, T3)

to VA through anonymous channel. The form of the ballot is the ElGamal

encryption of C
(k)
i · Yk = gvi+zk·γk , where zk is sent by VA through an ano-

nymous channel, hence zk is not known by the adversary.
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(2) Voters might check whether their ballots appear on BB. If their ballot is

missing or not correct, they can make a claim.

3.1.4. Tallying stage. After the voting stage is over the following computations

are made:

(1) Verifier Authority runs ProofVerEG algorithm for each Yk and calculates

Y ≡
m∏

k=1

Yk mod P,

where only valid randomized component is considered and sends Y to BB.
(2) After verifying validity of encrypted ballots with ProofVerEG

Γ ≡
m∏

k=1

gαk mod P

Λ ≡
m∏

k=1

hαk · C(k)
i · Yk mod P

appear on BB, where only valid ballots are considered.

(3) After dividing Λ by Y we get the ElGamal encrypted voting result on BB.
(4) Voting AuthoritiesA1,A2, . . . , As together calculate the result C

t1
1 ·Ct2

2 · · ·Ctn
n

with distributed ElGamal decryption method.

(5) Shanks baby step giant step or Pollard rho method might be applied for

calculating ti, i = 1, . . . , n, which gives the election result for candidate i.

3.2. Security analysis.

Theorem 3.1. The proposed e-voting scheme is secure, i.e. it satisfies eligi-

bility, privacy, unreusability, fairness, robustness, individual and universal verifia-

bility and protects against randomization and forced-abstention attack assuming,

that at least one of the authorities is reliable.

Proof. Eligibility. Verifier Authority checks validity of voters’ credentials

idRk ||(M(idRk ))RSKR mod NR with the corresponding RPKR. If the credential

is valid, his idRk had been authorized, then the voter’s identity material showed

in person to Registry was accepted.

Privacy. For encrypting the votes randomized, homomorphic ElGamal

public-key cryptosystem is employed, that can be decrypted only, if all authorities

collaborate. According to the scheme the voter’s vote itself is never decrypted.
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With the assumption that there is at least one reliable authority, votes remain

secret. The vote Ci cannot be derived without knowledge of Yk. Since during

Vote Validation phase all ballots are randomized and cannot be connected to a

voter, Verifier Authority does not know how a voter has voted even if VA has all

information from BB and zero knowledge proof.

Unreusability. Verifier Authority follows according to the given idRk if a

voter has casted his valid vote before or not.

Fairness. Determining the tally of the election starts after all the eligible

voters have casted their ballots and the votes have been checked if they are valid

or not. During the voting stage only the number of eligible voters can be found

out.

Robustness. It is detected during the voting phase, if a voter’s vote is not

valid and only valid votes are considered during the Tallying phase, hence invalid

votes cannot distract the elections and it can be also checked if all valid votes are

counted. Since all votes are encrypted and they are on BB, authorities or any

participant except the voter himself cannot alter votes.

Universal verifiability. After the valid randomized ballots are authorized

voters send their encrypted votes on the Bulletin Board. All calculations made

on BB, any participant or passive observer can check whether these calculations

are correct.

Individual verifiability. The voter himself can check on BB, if his vote has
been processed or not. If all public calculations are correct, the result of elections

is valid and a voter’s vote was made into the final tally as he cast.

Receipt-freeness, Uncoercibility. The proof of receipt-freeness and un-

coercibility is based on the fact that there is no enough proof for an adversary how

a voter has really voted. An adversary might know a voter’s idRk , (M(idRk ))RSKR

mod NR and set αk, γk and Ci, vi, too. During the voting process a voter receives

a value zk and an encrypted ballot

Encαk
(vi) = (gαk mod P, hαk · C(k)

i · Yk mod P ),

where C
(k)
i · Yk = gvi+zk·γk . Let suppose a coercer has a demand of vote v∗i 6= vi

and coercer does not know zk, then the voter is able to cast his vote vi in a way,

that the coercer will accept encrypted ballot on BB. The voter can say the value

received form VA is

z∗k ≡ (vi + zk · γk)− v∗i
γk

mod Q.
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Value Yk never appears on BB and it is sent during the voting stage through an

anonymous channel to VA without any identification number or value. VA can

check its validity, but cannot connect it to a voter. During the Vote Validation

phase all data is transported encrypted through an anonymous return channel

and no information put on BB.
Randomization attack. If a voter generates randomly formed ballot, it

won’t be authorized by VA during the Vote Validation phase. Only authorized

ballots will be considered during the Tallying stage.

Forced-abstention attack. Even Registry does not possess a list of idRk ,

since identification numbers are generated by voters and Registry, then they are

blindly signed by R, hence an adversary is not able to follow if an eligible voter

has voted or not. ¤

4. Conclusions

The proposed scheme provides basic environments including eligibility, pri-

vacy, unreusability, fairness, robustness, individual and universal verifiability,

recept-freeness and uncoercibility. It is protected against randomization and

forced-abstention attacks. The protocol might be implemented in a practical

environment since only anonymous channels are applied.
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